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IS IT THE RIGHT
TIME TO START A

BUSINESS?
It’s clear, pandemics are a
health crisis that also cause
economic disaster. It would
appear as though we are only
seeing the tip of the iceberg
with hundreds of thousands
of businesses going into
hibernation, collapsing and
permanently closing. For the
first time in three decades
Australia is officially in recession
and we’ve seen Victorians
especially
experience
an
extended lockdown and subject
to a curfew. But no State is in
the clear as we saw recently
with Adelaide experiencing a
brief hard lockdown.
It has been described as a
‘perfect storm’ and we are
sailing in uncharted waters.
The media is flooding us
with COVID-19 information
and governments are using
vocabulary that is normally
reserved for war time. They are
committing record amounts
of money to assist business
owners and employees but
sadly, this recession spells

Failing to

plan means

planning to

fail

financial doom for some
businesses and industries
including travel, events and
entertainment are under threat.
Given these facts and all the
uncertainty, is it the right time
to start a business?

There are very few shortcuts
and no amount of enthusiasm,
money, hard work or talent can
guarantee business success.

Historically, business start-ups
tend to surge when there are
high levels of unemployment
and middle management
lose their jobs. Research also
suggests that close to ten
percent of the population
are always planning to start
a business. Our current
circumstances are extreme
but there’s never a perfect
time to launch a business. At
the moment people may be
experiencing more focus and
clarity regarding their priorities
and vision. As such, provided
you have done your homework
that we touch on below, there
is no reason to postpone your
start-up plans.

If you’re thinking of quitting
your job in favour of starting a
business make sure you have
done your homework. The
Australian Bureau of Statistics
reports that almost half of all
new businesses close within
three years of start-up. Make
no mistake, the life of a new
business owner can be a real
roller coaster ride. The moment
you transition from being
an employee to being selfemployed, your income is no
longer guaranteed and you lose
benefits like employer funded
superannuation and 4 weeks
annual holidays with pay. At
the same time, your outgoings
like your mortgage and car
repayments remain unchanged.
Running a business can be a
financial pressure cooker and
business ownership is not for
everyone.

If you’re in start-up mode, the
most important advice we can
offer you right now is, failing
to plan is planning to fail. This
serves as both advice and a
warning because while it’s
exciting when you have that light
bulb moment and idea for a new
business, starting (or buying) a
business necessitates research,
risk, passion and planning.
While it’s hard not to get carried
away with the excitement,
starting a business is a process
that can take months not days.

Before You Pull The
Business Trigger

There’s no definitive DNA profile
for what makes a successful
entrepreneur, however, there
are some key characteristics
that entrepreneurs share. Do
you have the right personality,
traits and skills to turn your
idea into a viable business?
As a guide, you need to be
passionate about your products

or services and ideally you
should have industry knowledge
and experience. Remember,
you are taking a financial
risk and it’s not for the faint
hearted or novice. You need
to be disciplined and decisive.
If you’re a perfectionist think
carefully about going down
this path because you might
let perfection get in the
way of progress. Very few
entrepreneurs get their business
model right the first time so you
need to be patient and listen
to feedback from customers
and even family members.
At some point you might find
you’ll need to pivot and adjust
your offering to changes in the
market or consumer behaviour.
The pandemic forced many
businesses to shift their focus
to online sales with a click and
collect option while others had
to change to home delivery or
provide take away only service.
You’ll need a degree of
resilience because you’ll make
mistakes and rejection is
inevitable. Not every customer,
client or patient is going to like
your product or service. Not
only that, not every customer
is going to like you personally.
While confidence is an asset
for an entrepreneur, arrogance
is a liability. Of course, having
networking abilities and being
resourceful will work in your
favour.
- continued over page
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Before you pull the trigger on
your new business there are a
number of important things to
consider including:

1. Why?
It’s an important question
because running a business is
challenging and there are risks
and financially, there are no
guarantees. You’ll work harder
and probably longer than any
role you’ve had as an employee
and with skin in the game you’ll
experience stress because it’s
your money on the line.
The potential for financial
rewards
can
motivate
entrepreneurs as can the
enormous satisfaction and
sense of achievement that can
be derived from turning your
idea into profitable business.
You get to control your own
destiny and enjoy the freedom
plus you’ll probably aspire to
earn more money than you
would as an employee. Having
said that, you need to be crystal
clear about why you want
to start your own business.
It’s going to be hard and be
prepared to weather the storm
of long hours, slow early sales
and limited cash flow. You’re
going to have to upskill because
all of a sudden you could be
the receptionist, production
manager,
bookkeeper,
marketing manager and debt
collector in the business.
You could be a great technician
but suddenly you’re the
‘front man’ of the business
that requires sales skills. It’s
probably going to be different

to anything else you’ve done
before so be prepared to learn
and adapt. You’ll need to be
agile and think on your feet.

2. Who?
Another important question
is who will buy your goods
and services? Who is your
ideal type of customer and
what are your niche markets?
Where do they hangout and
how do you tap into their
communication channels? The
more specific you can be about
your customers and your niche
markets, the easier it is to tailor
your brand and marketing.
Identifying your target market
can also help you make
decisions about your location,
pricing, social media channels
and your marketing.

3. Know Your Competitors
Research your competitors and
understand why they have a
share of the market. This could
involve visiting their premises,
‘stalking’ them on social media
or dissecting their website with
a fine-tooth comb. Understand
their point of difference.
Identify their strengths and
weaknesses which should help
you identify gaps in the market
and opportunities.
What systems and technology
are they using? Who are
they targeting and how are
they marketing to them?
Gather intelligence about their
products, services, prices
and marketing. With that
knowledge, it’s time to nail
your unique selling point and
competitive advantage. What
can you do better than your

competitors? Figure out how
your business offering is going
to be different (and ideally
better) to your competitors.
Starting a business without a
deep understanding of your
competitors is a huge mistake.
Know their pricing, marketing,
strengths and weaknesses.

4. Know the Laws in Your
Industry
Every industry has its own rules,
regulations and idiosyncrasies.
You need to understand the
laws and comply with them. Do
your research and prepare a
checklist of essential licences,
registrations
and
council
permits. Don’t flout council
or government rules because
your business could come to
a grinding halt. Remember,
these regulations can vary from
council to council and state to
state so do your homework on
things like employment law,
occupational health and safety
plus your commercial lease.
Consult with us about taxation
issues including business
registrations, superannuation
for staff and Single Touch
Payroll.

5. Know Your Numbers
You need to quantify your
financial expectations. If the
numbers don’t stack up, the
business may not be viable
and you could be on the verge
of burning yourself out and
burning a lot of cash in the
process. If the projected profits
aren’t enough to justify the risk
and hard work, it could be time
to revise your pricing or offering
or review your marketing. We
have templates for a cash
flow budget and profit & loss
statement to help you prepare
your projections for your first
year of trading. We can also
do some financial modelling
to prepare some ‘what if’
calculations based on different
price points.
Using industry benchmarks,
we can help you get an
understanding
of
the
performance
of
your
competitors. For a startup business these can be
invaluable because you have
no financial track record and
there is a lot of estimates and
guess work when preparing a
budget.
- continued over page
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When you’re in start-up mode it’s
hectic. It’s easy to get caught up in
product development or bury your head
in researching your customer’s habits
and your competitor’s performance. Too
often we see start-ups overestimate
their revenue and underestimate their
expenses. That often translates to a
shortage of cash in the early stages which
can be catastrophic. Your budget will also
be a key document should you need to
secure finance from a bank or third party.

6. The Price Is Right
Without doubt, one of the biggest
mistakes that new business owners make
is they try to get a toe hold in the market
by undercutting their competitor’s prices.
Being the cheapest is a risky strategy
and while it might help attract some new
customers, you run the risk of going broke.
Do your numbers and make sure you
know your costs and break-even point.
Again, we can help you do some financial
modelling based on different price points
that will help you understand the impact of
different prices on your profitability.

Summary
The late Steve Jobs, Co-Founder, Chairman
and CEO of Apple said, “Your work is going
to fill a large part of your life, and the only
way to be truly satisfied is to do what you
believe is great work. And the only way to
do great work is to love what you do.” He
inspired a lot of entrepreneurs but following
your passion doesn’t guarantee a lifetime
of profits.

It can be a maze of issues that a business
start-up needs to navigate through and
as accountants we can clear the haze and
provide advice on key issues including the
preparation of a business plan, revenue
forecasts, a cash flow budget, pricing,
branding, marketing and insurances. We
can also do some financial modelling to
project your financial results based on
different prices and costs.
Over the years, we have mentored
hundreds of business owners through
the start-up phase and along the way we
have built a range of tools, templates and
checklists to help you get your business off
to a flying start. You can download our ‘New
Business Starter Kit’ the from any page
of our website and this 32 page e-Book
contains an 82-point checklist of things
to consider when starting a business. You
also have access to a range of tools and
templates that are stored in the resources
section of our website.

Starting a business is a process and
there are numerous issues to consider
including your choice of business structure
and accounting software. You need to
make decisions on your branding and
marketing plus consider a range of
business registrations. You’ll also need to
think about your equipment requirements,
finance and insurances. Of course, if you
are looking to employ staff from the outset
there are human resource issues including
employment agreements, payroll software,
workers compensation insurance plus
superannuation guarantee obligations.

The greatest compliment we receive from our clients is the referral of their friends, family
and business colleagues. Thank you for your support and trust.
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JOBMAKER

HIRING CREDITS

The JobMaker hiring credit
announced in the 2020/21
Federal Budget has now been
passed into law. The intention
behind the JobMaker credit
legislation is to counter the
effects of COVID-19 which
had a major impact on
unemployment,
particularly
amongst
the
younger
workforce.
JobMaker is a credit available
to eligible businesses for hiring
additional employees (not
if you are merely replacing
someone who left). The hiring
credit is available (and can be
backdated) for jobs created
from 7 October 2020 until
6 October 2021. The credits
available are:$200 per week for new
employees aged between
16 and 29 years and
$100 a week for new
employees aged between
30 and 35 years.
The
payment
will
commence from the start
date of employment and
run for 12 months.
Where the ‘additionality’ test
is passed, 12 months’ of
credits can be claimed
for employees hired
from 7 October
2020 until 6
October 2021

(i.e. 12 months from initial hire,
even if this occurs in February
2021 – that is 12 months of
credits until February 2022).
The credit will be claimed
quarterly in arrears by the
employer from the ATO from
1 February 2021. The credit is
an incentive for the employer
to support wage costs and is
not passed onto the employee.

Is My Business Eligible
for JobMaker Credits?
To be eligible for JobMaker
employers must:
1. Have an ABN and be
registered for Pay-As-YouGo (PAYG) withholding
2. Be up to date with their
tax lodgement obligations
including GST
3. Be reporting payroll via
Single Touch Payroll
4. Have a total headcount
and payroll increase. If
the headcount or payroll
decreases or remains the
same, JobMaker cannot
be claimed for that period.
5. Not be claiming
JobKeeper payments.

6. Not be Government entities
or agencies, banks and
other institutions subject to
the bank levy, businesses
in liquidation, and foreign
Government
entities
(unless a resident entity).
An employee will be eligible
when:
1. Additional staff member
appointed aged between
16 to 35 years at the time
of hiring
2. New employee was in
receipt of JobSeeker, Youth
Allowance or Parenting
Payment for at least one
month within the 3 months
prior to hiring
3. New employee will be
working an average of 20
paid hours per week or
more.
The JobMaker Hiring Credit
scheme requires ongoing
quarterly
measurement
and reporting of eligibility
and employers will need to
continuously compare the
following items from current to
previous quarter as a baseline:
1. Headcount Numbers - If
the headcount decreases
or remains the same,
JobMaker cannot be

claimed for that period.
For example, an employer
had five staff and hired
an additional two eligible
employees in late October
2020, the business can
claim JobMaker credits for
the two new employees
but if one of their original
staff members were to
resign, the business can
only claim JobMaker for one
eligible employee as the
overall headcount has only
increased by one compared
to the previous quarter’s
baseline.
2. Overall Payroll Increase
- A similar baseline
concept applies to payroll.
If a business employs
new eligible employees
but their overall payroll
remained the same or
only increased marginally,
then the JobMaker credit
will only be the additional
payroll amount. That is, if
the JobMaker credit for the
new eligible employees for
the quarter is $4800, but
the total payroll compared
to the previous quarter
only increased by $1500,
then the JobMaker credit
receivable would be $1500.
The JobMaker credit cannot
exceed the increase in
payroll.
3. Tracking of Hours Worked
by Eligible Employees –
employers will need to keep
records of hours worked by
the eligible employees to
measure that an average
of 20 hours per week over
the course of the quarter is
worked to be able to claim
the JobMaker credit.
- continued over page
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Employers will need to ensure
they pass these ‘additionality’
tests before claiming each
quarter.
Your headcount and payroll
increase is measured on the
last day of each reporting
period from the date your
first new employee started.
For example, if your first new
employee joined in October
2020, your baseline is set at
that point. If a new employee
starts in January 2021,
your payroll and headcount
baseline is measured from
the last reporting period, in
this case, December 2020 for
headcount and the December
quarter for payroll. That is, your

baseline commences from the
date your new employee starts
and then is reassessed each
reporting period to ensure
there is an increase.
JobMaker is available for 12
months for eligible employees
hired from 7 October 2020
until 6 October 2021. If you
hire new employees from
January 2021, JobMaker is
available for 12 months for
these employees assuming
that the employees and
business are eligible and the
‘additionality’ test is passed
each quarter.
The
baseline
for
the
‘additionality’
tests
–
headcount and payroll - starts
from the start date of your new

employee. The Government
has indicated that the baseline
for the ‘additionality’ test will
be adjusted in the second
year of the program to ensure
an employer can only receive
JobMaker for 12 months
for each additional position
created. The detail of exactly
how these rules will work has
not been released as yet.
Businesses with no employees
on 30 September, cannot
claim JobMaker for their first
employee. However, JobMaker
can be claimed for your
second and any subsequent
employees that started on or
before 6 October 2021.

Can a Business
Claim JobKeeper and
JobMaker Credits at
the Same Time?
No. Once your business exits
JobKeeper and is no longer
receiving JobKeeper payments
for any employees or business
participants, if eligible, the
business could then start to
receive JobMaker credits.
The business is eligible

for the hiring credit in the
reporting period following your
JobKeeper exit date.

Summary
For any employer who is
currently hiring or intending
to hire young jobseekers and
is likely to meet the eligibility
criteria, it is important to initially
register for (via the ATO’s
approved participation form
available from 6th December
2020) and to consider the
processes and procedures to
monitor, track, record, report
and claim credit entitlements,
as well as meet the quarterly
administration requirements.
It is important to remember
that the purpose of the
legislation is to create new jobs
for young workers.
The Government referred to the
Fair Work Act as a measure to
ensure older workers were not
exposed to risk of dismissal
due to employers hiring
younger, ‘subsidised’ workers
in their place.

The COVID-19 pandemic not only triggered a
global health crisis, it also plunged Australia into
recession for the first time in three decades. As
such, these economic conditions are unfamiliar
territory for most business owners and we are
here to help you navigate your way through this
extraordinary and challenging period.

advisory firm we do more than just ‘keep the
score’ for our business clients. We aim to help
you build a more robust, profitable and valuable
business and the purpose of these ‘Recession
Buster’ newsletters is to provide you with some
practical, low cost marketing strategies to help
you survive, revive and hopefully thrive.

As businesses re-open we are being confronted
with a new ‘normal’ with many people now
working from home and increasingly, staff and
customer meetings are being conducted online
rather than face to face. Consumer behaviour
has also changed and we have seen a massive
shift to online sales. We genuinely believe your
marketing could
be the difference
between gloom,
doom and boom.

To grow a business you need a combination of
strategies, tools and people who implement so
make sure you share the newsletter with your
team and read each article with the mindset How could this apply to my business? Take
notes, create an action plan and allocate tasks
to your team. Make sure you set deadlines for
implementation.

As an accounting,
tax and business

Of course, if you have any queries or need
assistance, please don’t hesitate to contact us.

RECESSION BUSTER – Edition 3

WELCOME TO THE THIRD EDITION OF THE RECESSION BUSTER!

4 WAYS TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS

1. Increase the Number of (Ideal) Customers
2. Increase the Number of Times your
Customers Come Back and Buy from You
3. Increase the Average Value of Each Sale you
Make to your Customers
4. Increase the Effectiveness of Each Process in
your Business.
If you could increase each one of these four
factors by just 10%, the compound effect would
be a staggering 46.4% increase in your revenue.
While it theoretically sounds simple, there are
lots of moving parts and marketing in the digital
and social age can be complex. The internet and
social media turned marketing and advertising
on its head and offline marketing tactics like TV,
radio, newspapers and direct mail have lost
their marketing mojo. Online marketing tactics
like Google searches, content marketing, social
media, videos and email marketing are the new
marketing magnets and are the focus of these
newsletters.
A lot of business owners make the mistake of
focusing almost exclusively on attracting new
customers (clients or patients), however, it’s
only one part of the marketing jigsaw puzzle. If
you’re looking for exponential growth you need
to consider all ‘four ways to grow your business’
and in this edition of the Recession Buster
Newsletter we're going to examine the third
way to grow your business – Increase the
Average Value of Each Sale you Make to your
Customers.

How to Increase the Value of Your
Average Sale
So how do you increase the value of your
average sale to your customers? Given you’ve
probably invested time and money to win them
as a customer it makes good business sense to
entice them to spend more with you before they
leave your shop or website. Remember, your
customers have come
to you for help and
solutions so it’s logical
that you make them
aware of your full
product range. They
might have bought a
single product from
you but there could be
other complementary
‘add on’ products they
would buy if they
knew
they
were
available.
Before you implement any of the strategies
listed below it’s important that you know your
numbers including the dollar value of your
average sale. To calculate the value, simply
divide your total sales for the day (or month) by
the number of customers who bought your
products or services. If your daily sales were
$2,000 and you made 20 sales on the day the
average sale value would be $100. Depending
on the type of business you operate you might
also want to calculate your average hourly sale,
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Everyone wants to grow their business but
there’s no magic formula. The truth is, no
amount of enthusiasm, passion, hard work or
talent can guarantee business growth. Having
said that, there are fundamentally only four
ways to grow a business:
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average sale for each day of the week, average
sale for each employee or average sale
per marketing campaign. You can then
devise a strategy to lift the results. For
example, if Monday is your slowest trading
day you could plan a special offer just for
Mondays.

1. Cross Selling or the Add-On Sale
McDonalds are the master of the add-on sale.
How many times have you been asked the
question, "Would you like fries with that?" It’s
the classic example of a cross sell but the same
approach works for almost any type of
business. A solicitor could ask their clients, “Is
your Will up-to-date?” I’m sure that could
drive some more business from their existing
clients and increase the average dollar value of
each invoice.

A great way to generate add-on sales is to
create a list of related products. For
example, a hardware store could have a
‘Paint Job Checklist’ on display to remind
customers to make sure they also get paint
brushes, drop sheets, sandpaper and paint
trays with their paint.
Do you have a core product or service?
Think about what you can add on to
increase the average sale value and overall
profit margin. It could be a tie with a
business shirt, a golf accessory with a set
of clubs or a wheel alignment with a car
service. Sit down and compile a checklist of
items that you could cross sell and help your
sales team ‘sell’ them to your customers.
With your website and shopping cart think
about making product recommendations using

2. Up-Selling
A great way to up-sell your customers from
a lower priced product to a more
expensive product is to have products at
different price levels. They could be
marketed as gold, silver and bronze or
budget, standard and deluxe models. Your
base product might target the budget
conscious buyer while the standard offering
could
be
the
option
that
most
customers buy while the deluxe offering could
target the small percentage of customers who
are looking for extra value and higher quality.
Again, it’s important to train your sales team to
outline the features and benefits of the three
options to your customers.
3. Batching or Bundling
Batching or bundling several products together
and offering a ‘package deal’ is a way to make
your
products
and
services
appear
more attractive and create extra value for
your customers.
Essentially
you
are
offering a package or bundle of products
together that will cost customers less if they
were purchased individually. For example, a
golf shop might bundle up a buggy with a set
of clubs. A clothing retailer might package up 2
business shirts with every suit. The products
should complement each other and we
suggest you sit down and examine your
product range to identify any opportunities
to bundle them together.
For service providers, you can also bundle your
time. For example, a physiotherapist might sell
appointments in blocks of five 30
minute appointments. In the process they
might yield a higher average sale and
guarantee repeat
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There are a number of ways to increase the
average sale or transaction value including:

terminology like ‘Customers who bought this
product also viewed these’. This works
particularly well in the fashion industry and
by profiling
products
that
other
customers purchased you can increase
average order values.
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business. It might also help cash flow with the
services being prepaid.
4. Prominent Merchandising

5. Pricing, Margins and Discounts
Of course, before you
package
items
together or cross sell
to increase your
average sale value
you need to know
your profit margin on
every single product in your range. It could be
time to add a new product to your shelves that
has a higher ticket price and profit margin. The
good news is you don’t have to sell as many of
these items because of the increased profit
margin. On the other hand, it could be time to
stop carrying low priced, low margin items.
Be careful with discounting. For example, if your
current profit margin on an item is 35% and you
reduce your prices by 10%, then to generate the
same profit your volume of sales must increase

Of course, simply increasing your prices will
potentially increase your average sale value but
you need to make sure you are competitive and
don’t lose sales because of the price hike.
6. Set Minimum Order for Free Shipping or
Bonus
You can potentially increase your average order
value by providing customers with an incentive
when they spend a minimum amount at your
store. Consider setting a minimum order
amount for free shipping or give them a free gift
or bonus when they spend a certain amount.
Any incentive to spend a bit more will lift your
average sale value.
7. Create a Customer Loyalty Program
If you sell consumable products (that customers
need to replace at regular intervals) like
stationery, take away coffee or razors then you
might contemplate starting a customer loyalty
or rewards program. Loyalty programs are a
customer retention strategy designed to keep
your customers loyal to your brand and increase
the average order value. By providing an
incentive for your customers to earn points
under your loyalty program, you can expect to
see them increase their average order value.
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You can potentially increase your average sale if
your signage, presentation and point-of-sale
displays are strategically placed around your
business. Supermarkets specialise in using this
strategy and typically display specials at the
checkout area to trigger impulse sales. You can
also use testimonials, brochures or product
samples to raise interest and get customers to
buy that extra item.

by 40%. By contrast, if your current profit
margin on a product is 35% and you increase
your price by just 10%, your sales of this product
can drop by 22% before your overall profit will
fall below the original level.

TURN YOUR ‘ELECTRONIC BROCHURE’ WEBSITE INTO A LEAD
GENERATION MACHINE (PART 2)
During the industrial revolution there were
tremendous changes to the way people did
business. To name just a few, the advent of
paper made from fibres rather than rags, the
typewriter, the telegraph, photography,
printing, newspapers, mail systems plus the
start of radio and the telephone. All of those
changes must have seemed daunting and

confusing at the
time and that is
precisely how
many people
feel now with
the
digital
revolution.
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Courtesy of the internet, your customers have
access to more information in a day than their
grandparents did in a lifetime. They had to
spend hours sifting through their Encyclopedia
Britannica collection to research something we
can Google in seconds. The pandemic has also
seen online sales and e-commerce explode so
your website is now arguably your most
important marketing tool.
The primary purpose of your website is to drive
traffic and create leads but a lot of websites are
really just electronic brochures that list the who,
what and where of the business. Given the
change in consumer behaviour, it could be time
for a website review, reconstruction or
makeover. Treat your website as an investment,
not a cost and remember, it will always be a
work in progress.
To help you, in these Recession Buster
Newsletters we are examining the key website
ingredients that could turn your ‘electronic
brochure’ into a lead generation machine. The
previous edition examined videos, blogs and
responsive design but here are 3 more must
have website features.
1. Calls To Action (CTA)
If your website does its job and people land on
your pages, what action do you want your
prospects to take? It could be - read more,
download a free
copy, get your
free sample or
simply subscribe
to our newsletter.

Your calls to action can take many forms
and ideally you should have multiple calls to
action on key pages of your website.
Remember, your visitors could be at
different stages of their buying journey so
give people still in research mode the chance
to download an e-book full of information or
simply subscribe to your newsletter. For
people at a more advanced stage, let them
order a sample or get a free consultation or
quote. The objective is to capture them
(and their contact details) and make sure it’s
difficult for them to leave your web page
without taking some form of action.
Your call to action buttons need to be at the
bottom of every page, in the header of your
website
and
placed
in
multiple
places throughout your home page. Your
conversion of prospects to customers and
sales will all hinge on the performance of your
calls to action.
2. Lead Magnets
A lead magnet is something of value you offer
your website visitors for free in exchange
for their contact details.

It’s all about attracting subscribers to your email
list. In fact, one of the most important roles of
your website is to collect contact information
and the more valuable and relevant your lead
magnet is, the more likely the visitor will
exchange their contact details. These visitors
become
‘prospects’
and
enter
your
lead nurturing campaigns that could be a
series of emails containing special offers.
Lead magnets come in many different forms
including e-Books, a video, a webinar, a free
product sample, an app or a case study. Give
your lead magnet a great name that appeals to
your audience’s needs and you can have
multiple lead magnets on your website to cater
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The internet and social media have
revolutionised the way we live, work,
communicate and play. They have also turned
advertising and marketing on their heads.
Offline marketing tactics like TV, radio,
newspapers and direct mail have lost their
marketing mojo and have been replaced by
online tactics like Google searches, content
marketing, video, email marketing and social
media.
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The content must be
genuinely helpful and
showcase your expertise
and be made available
on the web for free. It
might be an e-book, a
how-to
guide,
a
checklist, template or
business planning tool.

The images you use for your lead magnets are
also important. The image can have an impact
on your subscription rate, so we encourage the
use of a professional graphic designer.
Professional images can add to the perceived
value and look much more impressive than a
standard design. We use and recommend
www.fiverr.com where you can engage a
freelance graphic designer to do one page jobs
like a book cover. These graphic designers can
even convert a conventional flat image into a 3D
image of a report, book, box, case or video for
maximum effect.
Final point, you should make filling out the form
really simple and just request the basic
information so you can get the prospect into
your email database. The technology is simple
and any decent email software program can
build a form where contact information can be
entered and saved for your follow up marketing.

BUILD A CHAMPION TEAM
There is an
old saying, ‘A
champion
team
will
always beat
a team of
champions’.
Think about some of the great teams you have
been involved with at school or through sport.
That same passion and drive that made those
teams successful can be created within your
business ‘team’ when the same spirit and
principles come into play in the work setting.
Successful teams are infused with an energizing
spirit that draws the participants together into a
cohesive unit and has everyone pulling together
to reach a common goal. The ultimate result is
an organization that displays synergy - where
the whole truly adds up to more than the sum of
its parts.

To turn your ‘staff’ into a TEAM here are some
time-tested ideas:
1. Lead by example. Be
encouraging and motivating.
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for prospects at different stages of the buying
process. While chefs have their signature dish,
you can create a signature piece of content that
you give away. If it’s high quality information, it
could build trust and potentially explode your
email subscription list. As a guide, the content
should be so valuable that prospects would pay
for it and like most things in life, quality is better
than quantity. You probably have loads of online
competitors but this piece of work should be
outstanding and irresistible to prospects.

enthusiastic,

2. Take team members from different levels
and areas to lunch and ask what they would
change in the organisation and how they'd
change it.
3. Communicate, communicate, communicate.
4. Encourage team members to improve one
process, procedure, or aspect of their job
every day. (This helps your business achieve
‘CANI’ - Constant and Never-ending
Improvement)
5. Agree to conduct personal and professional
lives in a manner that will bring credit to
your team members, their families and the
business at all times.
6. Send a problem or challenge out to all team
members and ask for their suggestions on
how to solve it.
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7. Give your team permission to say "yes" to
clients and the resources to do it.

10. Create a supportive environment that
nurtures professional and personal growth.

8. Break down barriers between departments.
One way to do that is to create project
teams to solve various issues.

11. Do what you say you're going to do — and
more!

MEASURE, MONITOR & TEST
You can have a great product or service. You can
have the very best advertising and marketing
campaigns in your industry. Your support and
service may be awesome, however, your
business will never perform at its optimum level
unless you master the art of measuring,
monitoring and testing.
Measuring shows you what’s really happening in
the business. Only by measuring can you track
whether something is truly working for you or
not. Only by monitoring your activities on an
ongoing basis can you make decisions as they
happen rather than waiting for the end of the
quarter or year (that alone could save you
thousands).
Testing the results from one advertisement
against another can tell you what’s working and
what needs working on. What and How do you
Monitor, Measure & Test?
Measure and compare everything that moves!
Here are some examples:
•

Which strategy or idea is more effective than
another?

•

Which marketing campaign, headline or
offer works better than another?

•

What is the conversion rate from inbound
phone calls and website leads to sales?

•

What percentage of business comes from
each marketing activity?

•

What percentage of sales comes from
referrals?

•

What is your team's morale level?

•

What are the fluctuations in workload by the
day? By the month? By season? How can we
modify our processes to best handle this?

•

What is the best price to charge for services?
Do we test or do we assume?

To answer these questions you have to monitor,
measure and test. When you’ve done that, test
and measure some more. Never stop adding
new measures or refining old ones. This allows
for ‘constant and never ending improvement’ in
your businesses, a concept that led the car
manufacturing industry in Japan to take the
world by storm. Where could it take your
business?

FUNNY BUSINESS…
A shopkeeper was dismayed when a brand new
business much like his opened up right next
door and erected a huge sign which read BEST
DEALS. A week later he was horrified when
another competitor opened up on the other
side and announced its arrival with an even
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9. Encourage every team member to take risks,
exercise initiative, deliver quality results and
never be afraid to make mistakes.

12. And finally, while you're building a great
business — have fun!

larger sign, reading LOWEST PRICES. The
shopkeeper panicked,
until he got an idea. He
put the biggest sign of all
over his own shop that
read … MAIN ENTRANCE.
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BACKWARD THINKING?

Most people work the wrong way around when
it comes to the future of their business. They
start from where they are now and think about
what needs to happen to move the business
forward and then tend to get bogged down
trying to solve the problems.
Instead of seeing the future for what it could be,
we see the position we’re coming from. For
many, the dreams for your business are a long
way into the future and hard to picture. By
starting with the end in mind we seem to ‘trick’
our brain into thinking we have already solved
those concerns. Consider what your business
would be like if you were already at the point
where you had achieved your goals. A point
where your business was performing and
providing everything you wanted.
As a starting point grab a pen right now, think
about how you’d like your business to be in 2
years time and jot down your answers to the
following questions:

1. What personal annual NET income would
you like to be earning by then?
2. What profit would your business need to be
generating to give you that level of income?
3. What gross revenue would your business
need to be generating to give you that level
of profit?
4. How many hours per week would you like to
be working, if any?
5. How many team members would you need
(not counting yourself) to deliver on those
revenues?
6. What equipment would you need deliver on
those revenues?
7. Where physically would your business need
to be - in its current location or with
expanded premises to house your business
doing that level of activity?
By answering the question, ‘What happened
just before that?’ you can create a path you can
follow backwards rather than forwards! In the
construction industry this is called creating your
‘Critical Path’. Builders use it to break down the
creation of a house into little pieces from the
very last step of handing the key over to the first
step of breaking ground to map out how the job
will work best.
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In 1963, John F Kennedy
said, “We will have a man
on the moon by the end of
this decade.” NASA landed
a man on the moon in 1969
by beginning with the
vision that it had already happened and then
planning backward steps.

DISCLAIMER
While every effort has been made to provide practical and valuable information in this newsletter, this firm and any
related suppliers or associated companies accept no responsibility or any form of liability from reliance upon or use
of its contents. Any action should be carefully considered within your own particular circumstances as the
information is intended as general information only.

The Recession Buster Newsletter is produced exclusively for members
of the Accountants Accelerator Group. This is a group of proactive
accounting firms across Australia who do more than just keep the
‘score’ for their clients. They are committed to helping their clients
through the pandemic so they not only survive, but actually thrive.
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